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(54) METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR OBTAINING MOBILE NETWORK DATA RESOURCES

(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method, device and system for obtaining data resourc-
es of a mobile network. The method for obtaining data
resources provided by the present invention includes:
receiving, by a first base station, an obtaining request
sent by a mobile terminal, wherein the obtaining request
includes description information of a data resource re-
quested to obtain; if the first base station determines that
the data resource corresponding to the description infor-
mation is not stored in a local cache, sending the obtain-

ing request to a second base station, wherein a local
cache of the second base station stores the data re-
source; receiving, by the first base station, the data re-
source corresponding to the description information sent
by the second base station, and sending, the data re-
source to the mobile terminal. Embodiments of the
present invention can prevent the problem that a lot of
network uplink bandwidth is occupied after P2P trans-
mission mechanism is introduced into a mobile network.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
communication technologies and, in particular, to a meth-
od, a device and a system for obtaining mobile network
data resources.

BACKGROUND

[0002] P2P (Peer to Peer, briefed as P2P) network
which is also named as a peer network, is a distributed
network, which links users directly, to perform a point to
point interaction, thus making communications between
network nodes easier and more directly and eliminating
a central server substantially. A transmission mechanism
of the P2P network is that, when taking part in a P2P
communication process, and obtaining resources from
the network, a user obtains in advance information of
users who have saved segments of the resources, and
downloads the segments of the resources from the users.
At the same time of downloading, the user also sends
loaded content to other users who need the content.
Along with the appearance of the distributed P2P net-
work, edge resources of the network can be fully used,
and the network transmission efficiency is improved,
meanwhile a problem of central bottle-neck of a central-
ized network is also avoided.
[0003] With rapid development of the mobile commu-
nication network technology, long term evolution (Long
Term Evolution, briefed as LTE) network can provide high
speed data services, taking LTE R8 as an example, a
system under a spectrum bandwidth of 20Mhz can pro-
vide a downlink peak rate of 100Mbit/s and an uplink
peak rate of 50Mbit/s, and the requirement of the users
on data resources becomes more and more. To meet
the large requirement of the users on data resources, the
P2P transmission mechanism can be introduced into a
network such as LTE network in the prior art, thus the
transmission efficiency of mobile communication net-
work can be improved, and the network resources can
be fully used. FIG.1 is a schematic diagram of introducing
P2P transmission mechanism into the LTE network, as
shown in FIG. 1, mobile terminal 1 to mobile terminal 8
wirelessly access the LTE network, and when P2P tech-
nology is applied between these mobile terminals, e.g.,
when the mobile terminal 1 obtains data from mobile ter-
minal 2, mobile terminal 3, mobile terminal 6 and etc,
these mobile terminals need to upload the data to base
stations where these mobile terminals are located and
then the base stations transmit the data to the mobile
terminal 1, thus a lot of network uplink bandwidth will be
occupied, and it would be a huge waste for the limited
wireless resources.

SUMMARY

[0004] Embodiments of the present invention provides
a method, device and system for obtaining mobile net-
work data resources, to overcome the problem that a lot
of network uplink bandwidth is occupied after P2P trans-
mission mechanism is introduced into a mobile network.
[0005] In a first aspect, embodiments of the present
invention provides a method for obtaining data resourc-
es, including:
[0006] receiving, by a first base station, an obtaining
request sent by a mobile terminal, where the obtaining
request includes description information of a data re-
source requested to obtain;
[0007] if the first base station determines that a local
cache does not store the data resource corresponding
to the description information, sending, by the first base
station, the obtaining request to a second base station,
where a local cache of the second base station stores
the data resource; and
[0008] receiving, by the first base station, the data re-
source which corresponds to the description information
and is sent by the second base station, and sending the
data resource to the mobile terminal.
[0009] Combining the first aspect, in a first possible
implementation of the first aspect, where the sending the
obtaining request to the second base station includes:

sending ,by the first base station, the obtaining re-
quest directly to the second base station, according
to a record of obtaining the data resource from the
second base station which is saved previously; or,
sending, by the first base station, the obtaining re-
quest to a server, receiving an identification informa-
tion which is returned by the server and is an iden-
tification information of a base station which stores
the data resource, and sending the obtaining request
to the second base station according to the identifi-
cation information.

[0010] Combining the first possible implementation of
the first aspect, in a second possible implementation of
the first aspect, the method further includes:

if the first base station does not receive the data re-
source sent by the second base station, sending, by
the first base station, the obtaining request, which
carries a forbidden access redirection instruction,
again to the server; and
receiving, by the first base station, the data resource,
which is obtained from the second base station by
the server on behalf of the first base station, accord-
ing to the forbidden access redirection instruction.

[0011] Combining the first aspect, the first or the sec-
ond possible implementation of the first aspect, in a third
possible implementation of the first aspect, the method
further includes:
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reporting, by the first base station, to the server de-
scription information of data resources stored in the
local cache.

[0012] Combining the first aspect, the first or the sec-
ond possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fourth
possible implementation of the first aspect, the method
further includes:

if the first base station determines that the local
cache stores the data resource corresponding to the
description information, sending, by the first base
station, directly the data resource to the mobile ter-
minal.

[0013] In a second aspect, embodiments of the present
invention provides a method for obtaining data resourc-
es, including:

receiving, an obtaining request sent by a first base
station, where the obtaining request includes de-
scription information of a data resource which is re-
quested to obtain; and
sending the data resource stored in a local cache to
the first base station.

[0014] In a third aspect, embodiments of the present
invention provides a base station, including:

a first receiving module, configured to receive an ob-
taining request sent by a mobile terminal, where the
obtaining request includes description information of
a data resource requested to obtain;
an obtaining module, configured to, if determining
that a local cache does not store the data resource
corresponding to the description information, send
the obtaining request to a second base station,
where a local cache of the second base station stores
the data resource; and
a first sending module, configured to receive the data
resource which corresponds to the description infor-
mation and is sent by the second base station, and
send the data resource to the mobile terminal.

[0015] Combining the third aspect, in a first possible
implementation of the third aspect, where the obtaining
module includes:

a first unit, configured to send the obtaining request
directly to the second base station, according to a
record of obtaining the data resource from the sec-
ond base station which is saved previously; and/or,
a second unit, configured to send the obtaining re-
quest to a server, receive an identification informa-
tion which is returned by the server and is an iden-
tification information of a base station which stores
the data resource, and send the obtaining request
to the second base station according to the identifi-

cation information.

[0016] Combining the first possible implementation of
the third aspect, in a second possible implementation of
the third aspect, where the second unit is further config-
ured to:

if the first sending module does not receive the data
resource sent by the second base station, send the
obtaining request, which carries a forbidden access
redirection instruction, again to the server; corre-
spondingly,
the first sending module, is further configured to re-
ceive the data resource, which is obtained from the
second base station by the server on behalf of the
first base station, according to the forbidden access
redirection instruction.

[0017] Combining the third aspect, the first or the sec-
ond possible implementation of the third aspect, in a third
possible implementation of the third aspect, where the
first sending module is further configured to: report to the
server description information of data resources stored
in the local cache thereof
[0018] In a fourth aspect, embodiments of the present
invention provides a base station, including:

a second receiving module, configured to receive an
obtaining request sent by a first base station, where
the obtaining request includes description informa-
tion of a data resource which is requested to obtain;
and
a second sending module, configured to send the
data resource stored in a local cache to the first base
station.

[0019] In a fifth aspect, embodiments of the present
invention provides a network system, including: at least
one base station according to any one of the third aspect
and the first to the third possible implementations of the
third aspect, and at least one base station according to
the fourth aspect.
[0020] Combining the fifth aspect, in a first impossible
implementation of the fifth aspect, further including:

a server, which stores description information of data
resources stored in a local cache of each base sta-
tion’.

[0021] In a sixth aspect, embodiments of the present
invention provides a base station device, including: a
processor and a memory, where the memory stores ex-
ecution instructions, and when the base station runs, the
processor communicates with the memory, and the proc-
essor executes the execution instructions in order that
the base station executes the method according to the
above mentioned first aspect.
[0022] In the method, device and system for obtaining
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data resources of a mobile network in the embodiments
of the present invention, the first mobile station receives
the obtaining request which includes description infor-
mation of the data resource requested to obtain and is
sent by a mobile terminal, and if the first mobile station
determines that a local cache does not store the data
resource corresponding to the description information,
the first mobile station sends the obtaining request to the
second base station whose local cache stores the data
resource, the second base station receives the obtaining
request sent by the first mobile station, and sends the
data resource stored in the local cache to the first mobile
station, and the first base station receives the data re-
source which corresponds to the description information
and is sent by the second base station, and sends it to
the mobile terminal, thus it is realized that data resources
are obtained between base stations based on P2P tech-
nology, which is able to prevent the problem that a lot of
network uplink bandwidth is occupied after P2P trans-
mission mechanism is introduced into the mobile net-
work.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0023]

FIG.1 is a schematic diagram of introducing P2P
transmission mechanism into an LTE network;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a first embodiment of a meth-
od for obtaining data resources according to the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a network structural schematic diagram of
the first embodiment of the method for obtaining data
resources according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a signaling flow chart of a second embod-
iment of the method for obtaining data resources ac-
cording to the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a network structural schematic diagram of
the second embodiment of the method for obtaining
data resources according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a third embodiment of the
method for obtaining data resources according to
the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a signaling flow chart of the third embodi-
ment of the method for obtaining data resources ac-
cording to the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a fourth embodiment of the
method for obtaining data resources according to
the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a structural schematic diagram of a first
embodiment of a base station according to the
present invention;
FIG. 10 is a structural schematic diagram of a second
embodiment of the base station according to the
present invention;
FIG. 11 is a structural schematic diagram of a fourth
embodiment of the base station according to the
present invention;

FIG. 12 is a structural schematic diagram of a first
embodiment of a network system according to the
present invention;
FIG. 13 is a structural schematic diagram of a second
embodiment of the network system according to the
present invention; and
FIG. 14 is a structural schematic diagram of a first
embodiment of a base station device according to
the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0024] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and
advantages of embodiments of the present invention
clearer, the following clearly and comprehensively de-
scribes the technical solutions in embodiments of the
present invention with reference to the accompanying
drawings in embodiments of the present invention. Ap-
parently, the described embodiments are merely a part
of embodiments of the present invention rather than all
embodiments. All other embodiments obtained by per-
sons of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments
of the present invention without creative effort shall fall
within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0025] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a first embodiment of a
method for obtaining data resources according to the
present invention, and FIG. 3 is a network structural sche-
matic diagram of the first embodiment of the method for
obtaining data resources according to the present inven-
tion. An execution entity of the present embodiment is a
base station, which can be implemented through soft-
ware and/or hardware. As shown in FIG. 2, the method
of the present embodiment can include:

Step 201, a first base station receives an obtaining
request sent by a mobile terminal, where the obtain-
ing request includes description information of a data
resource requested to obtain.

[0026] In a cellular mobile communication network, a
cellular wireless networking mode is used, where a ter-
minal and a network device (a base station) is linked
through a wireless channel, then mutual communication
between the terminal and the network is realized.
[0027] Specifically, the mobile terminal initiates the ob-
taining request for a certain data resource, such as re-
questing a video or an application software and etc. The
obtaining request includes the description information of
the data resource requested to obtain, such as a name
identifier, a position identifier and etc. The first base sta-
tion where the mobile terminal is located receives the
obtaining request.
[0028] Step 202, If determining that a local cache does
not store the data resource corresponding to the descrip-
tion information, the first base station sends the obtaining
request to a second base station, where a local cache of
the second base station stores the data resource.
[0029] Specifically, after receiving the obtaining re-
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quest, the first base station firstly determines whether its
own local cache stores the data resource corresponding
to the description information carried in the obtaining re-
quest, if not, based on P2P technology, sends the ob-
taining request to the second base station whose local
cache stores the aforementioned data resource, or its
own local cache only stores part of the data resource,
then the first base station sends the obtaining request to
the second base station, to obtain other part of the data
resource, where the first base station, for example, may
store a record of obtaining data resources from other
base stations, and the record includes description infor-
mation of the data resources and identifiers of target base
stations from which the resources are obtained.
[0030] Step 203, The first base station receives the
data resource which corresponds to the description in-
formation and is sent by the second base station, and
sends the data resource to the mobile terminal.
[0031] Specifically, the data resources may be trans-
mitted between the first base station and the second base
station based on the P2P transmission mechanism. The
second base station sends the data resource corre-
sponding to the description information in its local cache
to the first base station, the first base station receives the
data resource, and sends it to the mobile terminal which
initiates the request. The first base station may store the
data resource in its local cache, and when other base
station initiates an obtaining request for the data re-
source, the first base station sends it to the other base
station.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 3, e.g., mobile terminal 1 ini-
tiates the obtaining request, and the base station where
mobile terminal 1 is located is taken as the first base
station to receive the obtaining request. If there is no data
resource corresponding to the description information in
the obtaining request in the first base station’s local
cache, the first base station sends the obtaining request
to the second base station where mobile terminal 3 is
located. The second base station transmits the data re-
source to the first base station based on P2P transmis-
sion mechanism, and the first base station transmits the
data resource to mobile terminal 1.
[0033] In the method, device and system for obtaining
data resources of a mobile network in the embodiments
of the present invention, the first mobile station receives
the obtaining request which includes description infor-
mation of the data resource requested to obtain and is
sent by a mobile terminal, and if between base stations
determines that a local cache does not store the data
resource corresponding to the description information,
the first mobile station sends the obtaining request to the
second base station whose local cache stores the data
resource, and the first base station receives the data re-
source which corresponds to the description information
and is sent by the second base station, and sends it to
the mobile terminal, thus it is realized that data resources
are obtained between base stations based on P2P tech-
nology, which is able to prevent the problem that a lot of

network uplink bandwidth is occupied after P2P trans-
mission mechanism is introduced into the mobile net-
work.
[0034] FIG. 4 is a signaling flow chart of a second em-
bodiment of the method for obtaining data resources ac-
cording to the present invention, and FIG. 5 is a network
structural schematic diagram of the second embodiment
of the method for obtaining data resources according to
the present invention. Based on the embodiment shown
in FIG. 2, further, in the present embodiment, the sending
the obtaining request to the second base station can use
the following specific manners to implement:
[0035] The first base station sends the obtaining re-
quest directly to the second base station, according to a
record of obtaining the data resource from the second
base station which is saved previously; or, the first base
station sends the obtaining request to a server, receives
an identification information which is returned by the serv-
er and is an identification information of a base station
which stores the data resource, and sends the obtaining
request to the second base station according to the iden-
tification information.
[0036] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 4, after the first
base station receives the obtaining request sent by the
mobile terminal, if there is no corresponding data re-
source in its local cache, and the first base station stores
the record that it has obtained the data resource from the
second base station, then sends the obtaining request
to the second base station directly (as step 2 shown in
FIG. 4), and if no record is stored, as 2a, 2b shown in
FIG. 4, then sends the obtaining request to a server (as
shown in FIG. 5) connected with the base station, and
the first base station receives the identification informa-
tion which is returned by the server and is the identifica-
tion information of the base station which stores the data
resource. Since the same data resource can be stored
in a plurality of base stations’ local caches, the server
can, according to busy situation of each base station,
select a base station which is relatively idle, and send
the identification information of the base station to the
first base station, and the server can also send the busy
situation of each base station which is included in the
identification information to the first base station, and the
first base station obtains the data resource from a base
station which is relatively idle. According to the identifi-
cation information, the first base station sends the ob-
taining request to second base station which is relatively
idle (as step 2 shown in FIG. 4), and the subsequent
steps are referred to those in the embodiment according
to FIG. 2, which will not be repeated hereby.
[0037] In the present embodiment, the first base station
sends the obtaining request to the second base station
directly according to the record of obtaining the data re-
source from the second base station which is saved pre-
viously; or, the first base station sends the obtaining re-
quest to the server, receives the identification information
which is returned by the server and is the identification
information of a base station which stores the data re-
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source, and sends the obtaining request to the second
base station according to the identification information,
so that the first base station can acquire the identification
information of the base station which stores the data re-
source when initiating the obtaining request of the data
resource, and sends the obtaining request to the base
station.
[0038] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a third embodiment of
the method for obtaining data resources according to the
present invention, and FIG. 7 is a signaling flow chart of
the third embodiment of the method for obtaining data
resources according to the present invention. As shown
in FIG. 6, based on the second method embodiment,
further, the method in the present embodiment can in-
clude:

Step 601, If not receiving the data resource sent by
the second base station, the first base station sends
the obtaining request, which carries a forbidden ac-
cess redirection instruction, again to the server.

[0039] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 7, after sending
the obtaining request of the data resource to the second
base station, the first base station does not receive the
data resource sent by the second base station, which
means the first base station can not communicate with
the second base station at that time, then the first base
station sends the obtaining request, which carries the
forbidden access redirection instruction, to the server, to
notify the server of forbidding redirection, namely to forbid
the server resend the identification information of the
base station which stores the data resource.
[0040] Step 602, the first base station receives the data
resource which is obtained from the second base station
by the server on behalf of the first base station according
to the forbidden access redirection instruction.
[0041] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 7, the server, on
behalf of the first base station, obtains the data resource
from the second base station according to the forbidden
access redirection instruction, and sends the data re-
source to the first base station.
[0042] Further, in the present embodiment, the meth-
ods further includes:

the first base station reports to the server description
information of data resource stored in its own local
cache.

[0043] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 7, the first base
station may report the description information of the data
resources stored in its own local cache periodically, or
the first base station may report the description informa-
tion of the data resources stored in its own local cache
based on event triggering, e.g., the first base station may
report when obtaining new data resources from other
base station such as the second base station, or when
deleting some data resources which are not used for a
long time from its own local cache. The description infor-

mation, for instances, is a uniform resource locator (Uni-
form Resource Locator, briefed as URL), or a name iden-
tifier and etc.
[0044] Further, in the present embodiment, the method
further includes:

if determining that its own local cache stores the data
resource corresponding to the description informa-
tion, the first base station sends directly the data re-
sources to the mobile terminal.

[0045] Specifically, if the first base station’s local cache
stores the data resource corresponding to the description
information, then the first base station directly sends the
data resource to the mobile terminal, without initiating
the request to other base station or the server.
[0046] In the present embodiment, if not receiving data
resource sent by the second base station, the first base
station sends the obtaining request, which carries the
forbidden access redirection instruction, to the server
again, and receives the data resource, which is obtained
from the second base station by the server on behalf of
the first base station, according to the forbidden access
redirection instruction, thus preventing that the server
performs redirection to reduce the obtaining efficiency of
data resources. In addition, the first base station reports
to the server the description information of the data re-
sources stored in its own local cache periodically or
based on event triggering, thus the server is able to know
which data resources are stored in the local caches of
the base stations connected with the server, for conven-
ience that the sever can return the identification informa-
tion of the base station which stores the data resource
obtained, when the base station initiates the obtaining
request of data resource to the server.
[0047] FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a fourth embodiment of
the method for obtaining data resources according to the
present invention. The execution entity of the present
embodiment is a base station, which can be implemented
through software and/or hardware. As shown in FIG. 8,
the method of the present embodiment can include:

Step 801, receiving an obtaining request sent by a
first base station, where the obtaining request in-
cludes description information of a data resource
which is requested to obtain.

Step 802, sending the data resource stored in a local
cache to the first base station.

[0048] The method of the present embodiment has the
similar implementation principle and technical effects of
the technical solutions with the method embodiment ac-
cording to FIG. 2, which will not be repeated hereby.
[0049] FIG. 9 is a structural schematic diagram of a
first embodiment of a base station according to the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 9, the base station
90 in the present embodiment can include: a first receiv-
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ing module 91, an obtaining module 92 and a first sending
module 93, where the first receiving module 91 is con-
figured to receive an obtaining request sent by a mobile
terminal, where the obtaining request includes descrip-
tion information of a data resource requested to obtain;
the obtaining module 92 is configured to, if determining
that its own local cache does not store the data resource
corresponding to the description information, send the
obtaining request to a second base station, where the
second base station’s local cache stores the data re-
source; and the first sending module 93 is configured to
receive the data resource corresponding to the descrip-
tion information and sent by the second base station, and
send the data resource to the mobile terminal.
[0050] Specifically, the mobile terminal initiates the ob-
taining request, the first receiving module 91 of the base
station 90 where the mobile terminal is located receives
the obtaining request, if determining that there is no data
resource corresponding to the description information of
the obtaining request in the local cache of the base station
90, the obtaining module 92 sends the obtaining request
to the second base station, and based on P2P technol-
ogy, the second base station sends the data resource to
the base station. The first sending module 93 of the base
station 90 receives the data resource and sends the data
resource to the mobile terminal.
[0051] The base station in the present embodiment
may be used to execute the technical solutions of the
method embodiment according to FIG. 2, and the imple-
mentation principle and the technical effects thereof are
similar, which will not be repeated hereby.
[0052] FIG. 10 is a structural schematic diagram of a
second embodiment of the base station according to the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 10, the base station
in the present embodiment is based on the diagram of
the base station according to FIG .9, and further, the ob-
taining module 92 may include: a first unit 920 and/or a
second unit 921, where the first unit 920 is configured to
send the obtaining request directly to the second base
station, according to a record of obtaining the data re-
source from the second base station which is saved pre-
viously; and the second unit 921 is configured to send
the obtaining request to a server, receive an identification
information which is returned by the server and is an iden-
tification information of a base station which stores the
data resource, and send the obtaining request to the sec-
ond base station according to the identification informa-
tion.
[0053] Specifically, after the first receiving module 91
of the base station 90 receives the obtaining request sent
by the mobile terminal and determines that there is no
corresponding data resource in the base station 90’s lo-
cal cache, if the first unit 920 of the obtaining module 92
of the base station 90 stores the record of obtaining the
data resource from the second base station, then the first
unit 920 sends the obtaining request to the second base
station directly, and if the first unit 920 does not store the
record, the second unit 921 of the obtaining module 92

sends the obtaining request to the server connected with
base station 90, and the first sending module 930 of the
base station 90 receives an identification information
which is returned by the server and is an identification
information of a base station which stores the data re-
source, and the first unit 920 of the obtaining module 92
of the base station 90 sends the obtaining request to the
second base station according to the identification infor-
mation.
[0054] The base station in the present embodiment
may be used to execute the technical solutions of the
second embodiment of the method for obtaining data re-
sources of the present invention, and the implementation
principle and the technical effects thereof are similar,
which will not be repeated hereby.
[0055] In a third embodiment of the base station of the
present invention, based on the second embodiment of
the base station of the present invention, further, the sec-
ond unit 921 of the present embodiment is further con-
figured to:

if the first sending module 93 does not receive the
data resource sent by the second base station, the
first sending module 93 sends the obtaining request,
which carries a forbidden access redirection instruc-
tion, again to the server; correspondingly,
the first sending module 93, is further configured to
receive the data resource, which is obtained from
the second base station by the server on behalf of
the first base station, according to the forbidden ac-
cess redirection instruction.

[0056] Further, the first sending module 93 is further
configured to: report to the server description information
of data resource stored in its own local cache.
[0057] Specifically, after the first unit 920 of the obtain-
ing module 92 of the base station 90 sends the obtaining
request of the data resource to the second base station,
the first sending module 93 of the base station 90 does
not receive the data resource sent by the second base
station for a long time, which means base station 90 can
not communicate with the second base station at that
time, then the second unit 921 of the obtaining module
92 of base station 90 sends the obtaining request, which
carries the forbidden access redirection instruction, to
the server, to notify the server of forbidding redirection,
namely to forbid the server resend the identification in-
formation of the base station which stores the data re-
source, and the server on behalf of base station 90 ob-
tains the data resource from the second base station,
and sends the data resource to base station 90, and the
first sending module 93 of base station 90 receives the
data resource.
[0058] Further, the first sending module 93 of base sta-
tion 90 may report the description information of the data
resources stored in the local cache periodically, or report
the description information of the data resources stored
in the local cache based on event triggering, which will
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not be limited by the present invention herein.
[0059] The base station in the present embodiment
may be used to execute the technical solutions of the
method embodiment according to FIG. 6, and the imple-
mentation principle and the technical effects thereof are
similar, which will not be repeated hereby.
[0060] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a fourth em-
bodiment of the base station according to the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 11, base station 110 of the
present embodiment may include: a second receiving
module 111 and a second sending module 112, where
the second receiving module 111 is configured to receive
an obtaining request sent by a first base station, where
the obtaining request includes description information of
a data resource which is requested to obtain; and the
second sending module 112 is configured to send the
data resource stored in its own local cache to the first
base station.
[0061] Specifically, the second receiving module 111
of base station 110 receives the obtaining request sent
by the first base station, and the second sending module
112 sends the data resource stored in its own local cache
to the first base station.
[0062] The base station in the present embodiment
may be used to execute the technical solutions of the
method embodiment according to FIG. 8, and the imple-
mentation principle and the technical effects thereof are
similar, which will not be repeated hereby.
[0063] FIG. 12 is a structural schematic diagram of a
first embodiment of a network system according to the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 12, the network sys-
tem of the present embodiment includes: at least one
first base station 90 and at least one base station 110,
where the first base station 90 may employ the structure
of the base station according to any one of the first to the
third embodiment of the base station, correspondingly,
may execute the technical solutions according to any one
of the first to the third embodiments of the method. The
second base station 110 may employ the structure of the
base station according to the fourth embodiment of the
base station, correspondingly, may execute the technical
solutions according to the fourth embodiment of the
method. The implementation principle and the technical
effects thereof are similar, which will not be repeated
hereby.
[0064] FIG. 13 is a structural schematic diagram of a
second embodiment of the network system according to
the present invention. As shown in FIG. 13, based on the
embodiment according to FIG. 12, further, the network
system of the present embodiment also includes: a serv-
er 130, which stores description information of data re-
sources stored in each base station’s local cache.
[0065] The present embodiment has the similar imple-
mentation principle and technical effects with that of the
network system embodiment according to FIG. 12, which
will not be repeated hereby.
[0066] FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a first em-
bodiment of a base station device according to the

present invention. As shown in FIG. 14, the base station
device 140 provided by the present embodiment in-
cludes: a processor 1401 and a memory 1402, where
the memory 1402 stores execution instructions, and
when the base station device 140 runs, the processor
1401 communicates with the memory 1402, and the proc-
essor 1401 executes the execution instructions in order
that the base station device 1400 executes the method
of the technical solutions according to any one of the
method embodiments of the present invention. The im-
plementation principle and the technical effects thereof
are similar, which will not be repeated hereby.
[0067] In the several embodiments provided by the
present application, it should be understood that, the ap-
paratus and method disclosed, may be implemented in
other ways. For example, the above described apparatus
embodiments are merely schematic, e.g., the division of
units is merely a division according to logic functions, and
in an actual implementation, there may be other ways of
division, for example, multiple units or components may
be combined or may be integrated into another system,
or some features may be ignored or may not be executed.
In another point, mutual coupling, direct coupling or com-
munication connection as shown or as discussed, may
be indirect coupling or communication connection
through some interfaces, apparatus or units, which may
be electrical, mechanical or in other forms.
[0068] Units described as separate components may
be or may not be separated physically, a component
shown as a unit may be or may not be a physical unit,
namely, may be located in one place, or distributed on
multiple network units. Part of or entire of the units may
be selected according to actual needs to achieve an ob-
jective of solutions in the present embodiments.
[0069] In addition, each functional unit in embodiments
of the present invention may be integrated into one
processing unit, or each unit may also exist independent
physically, or two or more units may also be integrated
into one unit. The above mentioned integrated unit may
be either implemented in form of hardware, or implement-
ed in form of hardware plus software functional unit.
[0070] The aforementioned integrated unit which is im-
plemented in form of software functional unit may store
in a computer readable storage medium. The aforemen-
tioned software functional units are stored in a storage
medium, including several instructions in order to enable
a computer device (which may be a personal computer,
a server, or a network device and the like) or a processor
(processor) to execute part of the steps of the methods
in each embodiment of the present application. And the
aforementioned storage medium may include: a U disk,
a mobile disk, a read only memory (ROM, Read-Only
Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Random Ac-
cess Memory) , a disk or an optical disk and other kinds
of media which can store program codes.
[0071] Skilled persons in the art may clearly under-
stand that, for convenience and clarity, it is illustrated
only according to a division of the above mentioned func-
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tional modules, in practice, it may distribute the above
functions to different functional modules to complete ac-
cording to needs, that is dividing an interior structure of
an apparatus to different functional modules, to complete
part of or entire of the above mentioned functions. A spe-
cific work process of the above described apparatus may
be referred to the corresponding process in the afore-
mentioned method embodiments, which will not be re-
peated hereby.
[0072] Finally, it should be noted that: the foregoing
embodiments are merely intended for describing the
technical solutions of the present invention, other than
limiting the present invention; although the present in-
vention is described in detail with reference to the fore-
going embodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art
should understand that they may still make modifications
to the technical solutions described in the foregoing em-
bodiments or make equivalent substitutions to part or all
of technical features thereof, which will not make the es-
sence of the corresponding technical solution depart from
scope of the technical solutions of embodiments of the
present invention.

Claims

1. A method for obtaining data resources, character-
izing by comprising:

receiving, by a first base station, an obtaining
request sent by a mobile terminal, wherein the
obtaining request includes description informa-
tion of a data resource requested to obtain;
if the first base station determines that a local
cache does not store the data resource corre-
sponding to the description information, send-
ing, by the first base station, the obtaining re-
quest to a second base station, wherein a local
cache of the second base station stores the data
resource; and
receiving, by the first base station, the data re-
source which corresponds to the description in-
formation and is sent by the second base station,
and sending the data resource to the mobile ter-
minal.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the send-
ing the obtaining request to the second base station
comprises:

sending, by the first base station, the obtaining
request directly to the second base station, ac-
cording to a record of obtaining the data re-
source from the second base station which is
saved previously; or,
sending, by the first base station, the obtaining
request to a server, receiving an identification
information which is returned by the server and

is an identification information of a base station
which stores the data resource, and sending the
obtaining request to the second base station ac-
cording to the identification information.

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:

if the first base station does not receive the data
resource sent by the second base station, send-
ing, by the first base station, the obtaining re-
quest, which carries a forbidden access redirec-
tion instruction, again to the server; and
receiving, by the first base station, the data re-
source, which is obtained from the second base
station by the server on behalf of the first base
station according to the forbidden access redi-
rection instruction.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
further comprising:

reporting, by the first base station, to the server
description information of data resources stored
in the local cache.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
further comprising:

if the first base station determines that the local
cache stores the data resource corresponding
to the description information, sending, by the
first base station, directly the data resource to
the mobile terminal.

6. A method for providing data resources, character-
izing by comprising:

receiving, an obtaining request sent by a first
base station, wherein the obtaining request
comprises description information of a data re-
source which is requested to obtain; and
sending the data resource stored in a local
cache to the first base station.

7. Abase station, characterizing by comprising:

a first receiving module, configured to receive
an obtaining request sent by a mobile terminal,
wherein the obtaining request comprises de-
scription information of a data resource request-
ed to obtain;
an obtaining module, configured to, if determin-
ing that a local cache does not store the data
resource corresponding to the description infor-
mation, send the obtaining request to a second
base station, wherein a local cache of the sec-
ond base station stores the data resource; and
a first sending module, configured to receive the
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data resource which corresponds to the descrip-
tion information and is sent by the second base
station, and send the data resource to the mobile
terminal.

8. The base station according to claim 7, wherein the
obtaining module comprises:

a first unit, configured to send the obtaining re-
quest directly to the second base station, ac-
cording to a record of obtaining the data re-
source from the second base station which is
saved previously; and/or,
a second unit, configured to send the obtaining
request to a server, receive an identification in-
formation which is returned by the server and is
an identification information of a base station
which stores the data resource, and send the
obtaining request to the second base station ac-
cording to the identification information.

9. The base station according to claim 8, wherein the
second unit is further configured to:

if the first sending module does not receive the
data resource sent by the second base station,
send the obtaining request, which carries a for-
bidden access redirection instruction, again to
the server; correspondingly,
the first sending module, is further configured to
receive the data resource, which is obtained
from the second base station by the server on
behalf of the first base station according to the
forbidden access redirection instruction.

10. The base station according to any one of claims 7
to 9, wherein the first sending module is further con-
figured to: report to the server description information
of data resources stored in the local cache thereof.

11. Abase station, characterizing by comprising:

a second receiving module, configured to re-
ceive an obtaining request sent by a first base
station, wherein the obtaining request compris-
es description information of a data resource
which is requested to obtain; and
a second sending module, configured to send
the data resource stored in a local cache to the
first base station.

12. A network system, characterizing by comprising at
least one base station according to any one of claims
7-10, and at least one base station according to claim
11.

13. The network system according to claim 12, further
comprising:

a server, which stores description information of
data resources stored in a local cache of each
base station.

14. Abase station device, characterizing by compris-
ing:

a processor and a memory, wherein the memory
stores execution instructions, and when the
base station runs, the processor communicates
with the memory, and the processor executes
the execution instructions in order that the base
station executes the method according to any
one of claims 1 to 6.
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